Infants deploy selective attention to the mouth of
a talking face when learning speech
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The mechanisms underlying the acquisition of speech-production
ability in human infancy are not well understood. We tracked
4–12-mo-old English-learning infants’ and adults’ eye gaze while
they watched and listened to a female reciting a monologue either
in their native (English) or nonnative (Spanish) language. We
found that infants shifted their attention from the eyes to the
mouth between 4 and 8 mo of age regardless of language and
then began a shift back to the eyes at 12 mo in response to native
but not nonnative speech. We posit that the ﬁrst shift enables
infants to gain access to redundant audiovisual speech cues that
enable them to learn their native speech forms and that the second shift reﬂects growing native-language expertise that frees
them to shift attention to the eyes to gain access to social cues.
On this account, 12-mo-old infants do not shift attention to the
eyes when exposed to nonnative speech because increasing native-language expertise and perceptual narrowing make it more
difﬁcult to process nonnative speech and require them to continue
to access redundant audiovisual cues. Overall, the current ﬁndings
demonstrate that the development of speech production capacity
relies on changes in selective audiovisual attention and that this
depends critically on early experience.
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lthough the development of speech perception during human infancy and the mechanisms underlying it are now
relatively well understood (1, 2), the development of speech
production is not as well understood (3). Despite this imbalance,
it is clear that the emergence of speech production depends on
infants’ ambient linguistic environment, its structure, and the
contingent nature of social interactions (1). This is evident in
ﬁndings showing that 12–20-wk-old infants imitate simple vowels
(4), 8–10-mo-old infants’ babbling sounds reﬂect their speciﬁc
linguistic environment (5), and that 9.5-mo-old infants learn new
vocal forms (i.e., canonical syllables) from their mothers’ contingent responses to their babbling sounds (3). What mechanisms
might facilitate the acquisition of speech production capacity
during infancy? One possible mechanism might be the deployment of selective attention to an interlocutor’s vocal tract during
social interactions. Such a mechanism can provide infants with
direct access to the tightly coupled and highly redundant patterns
of auditory and visual speech information (6–8) and enable them
to proﬁt from the fact that audiovisual speech is perceptually
more salient than auditory-only speech (9–11).
When might infants ﬁrst begin to focus their attention on
a talker’s mouth? Studies of selective attention have shown that
between birth and 6 mo of age infants ﬁrst attend more to the
eyes and later less so but never more to the mouth. For example,
even though newborns do not respond to faces as communicatively and socially meaningful objects (12), they look more at the
eye region (13). Older, 3–11-wk-old, infants also look more at
the eyes and, even when they hear the face talking, they still look
10 times longer at the eyes than at the mouth (14). Interestingly,
by 6 mo of age, infants begin to increase their looking at the
mouth regardless of whether they see (15) and/or hear the face
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1114783109

talking (16) but, even then, they still do not look more at the
mouth than at the eyes.
The ﬁndings from the selective attention studies suggest that if
infants do begin to focus their attention on the talker’s mouth, it
must be later than 6 mo of age because it is then that infants ﬁrst
begin to engage in canonical babbling (17). Greater attention to
a talker’s mouth at this point would be advantageous from the
standpoint of imitation. Second, attention to the mouth and its
deformations during the canonical babbling stage can provide
infants with the most direct access to the redundant audiovisual
speech cues available there (6–8) and can permit them to proﬁt
from the increased salience that multisensory redundancy provides in general (18, 19) and the redundancy that audiovisual
speech provides in particular (8–11). Third, after 6 mo of age
infants become increasingly more motivated to produce vocalizations (20) and this, in turn, is likely to make them increasingly
more interested in the source of audiovisual speech. Finally,
endogenous attention begins to emerge after 6 mo of age (21, 22)
and this enables infants to voluntarily direct their attention to the
source of audiovisual speech for the ﬁrst time.
If infants do make the predicted shift to the talker’s mouth after
6 mo of age, then to proﬁt maximally from the redundant audiovisual information available there, they should be able to
perceive the multisensory coherence of such information. Studies
have shown that infants can, in fact, perceive various types of
intersensory relations (23, 24). For example, starting at birth
infants can perceive low-level (i.e., intensity-based and synchronybased) audiovisual relations (25, 26) and, as they grow, infants
begin to exhibit increasingly more sophisticated multisensory
perceptual abilities. These include the ability to detect the temporal coherence of faces and voices (27, 28), the ability to associate faces and voices (24, 28–31), and the ability to match and
integrate the auditory and visual attributes of speech (32–35).
Critically, the developmental emergence of multisensory perceptual abilities depends on early experience with coordinated
audiovisual inputs. For example, developing animals and humans
who are deprived of early visual input exhibit neural and behavioral deﬁcits in multisensory integration (36, 37). Similarly, children with autism spectrum disorder who tend to pay less attention
to people’s faces during early development (38) exhibit audiovisual speech integration deﬁcits later in childhood (39–41).
The effects of deprivation suggest that attention to the source
of speech not only may be advantageous but, in fact, essential for
the continuing acquisition of multisensory perceptual skills and
speech production abilities in infancy. This may be especially
important after 6 mo of age when speech perception and production begin to interact and when infants ﬁrst begin to produce
canonical babbling sounds that, for the ﬁrst time, start to resemble speech-like sounds (17, 20). Two sets of ﬁndings support
this conclusion. First, infants who look more at their talking
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mother’s mouth at 6 mo score higher on expressive language, size
of vocabulary, and socialization measures at 24 mo of age (42).
Second, adults look more at the mouth when they are exposed to
audiovisual speech in noise (43) and when they see and hear an
ambiguous soundtrack (44).
Although the initial predicted shift to the mouth after 6 mo of
age is theoretically reasonable, the focus on the mouth is likely to
begin diminishing a few months later. This is because infants
acquire sufﬁcient expertise in their native language by 12 mo of
age (20, 34, 45) and, thus, by this age, they are less likely to require direct access to redundant audiovisual speech information.
In addition, the eyes of social partners provide crucial social and
deictic perceptual cues that are essential for further cognitive
development (46) and, infants need to and do, in fact, begin to
discover the value of such cues at around 12 mo of age (46, 47).
Thus, we predicted that infants would begin to decrease their
looking at the mouth around 12 mo of age. Critically, we also
predicted that they would do so in response to native but not
nonnative speech. This is because the ability to perceive the
attributes of nonnative speech declines as infants become experts
in their native language and as their sensitivity to nonnative
speech narrows (2, 23). Once their sensitivity has narrowed,
infants begin to ﬁnd it harder to process what is now foreign
speech to them and, as a result, are likely to continue to focus on
the mouth of a person reciting nonnative speech so as to take full
advantage of audiovisual redundancy and the greater salience
that it offers.
To test our three predictions, we tracked eye gaze in monolingual, English-learning 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, and 12-mo-old infants and
adults while they watched videos of female talkers. In experiment 1, participants watched a video of a native (i.e., English)
monologue, whereas in experiment 2, participants watched
a video of a nonnative (i.e., Spanish) monologue.
Results
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Experiment 1. All participants watched a video while a native

English-speaking female was seen and heard reciting a prepared
English monologue. She recited the monologue either in an infant-directed (ID) manner that consisted of the type of prosodically exaggerated speech that infants ﬁnd particularly
attractive (48), or in an adult-directed (AD) manner that is
typical of normal adult speech. We manipulated the manner-ofspeech variable to determine whether the greater prosody of ID
speech might play a role in infant selective attention to audiovisual speech. To determine how much time participants spent
gazing at the eyes and the mouth, respectively, we created two
principal areas of interest (AOIs) on the face of the talker, one
around the eyes and the other around the mouth, and monitored
participants’ point-of-gaze (POG) with an eye tracker.
We calculated the proportion-of-total-looking-time (PTLT)
that participants spent looking at each AOI, respectively, by dividing the total amount of looking directed at each AOI by the
total amount of looking at any portion of the face. A repeatedmeasures ANOVA, with AOI (eyes, mouth) as a repeatedmeasures factor and age (4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 mo and adults) and
prosody (ID, AD) as between-subjects factors, yielded two signiﬁcant ﬁndings. The ﬁrst was a signiﬁcant prosody × AOI interaction [F(1, 98) = 5.86, P < 0.025], which was attributable to
greater overall looking at the mouth during ID speech and
greater looking at the eyes during AD speech. Because the
manner-of-speech variable did not interact with participants’
age, it had no bearing on the interpretation of the second and
principal ﬁnding. This ﬁnding indicated that there was a signiﬁcant AOI × age interaction [F(5, 98) = 9.09, P < 0.001]. Fig. 1
depicts this interaction by showing PTLT difference scores
(calculated by taking the difference between eye-PTLT scores
and mouth-PTLT scores for each participant) as a function of
age. As can be seen, an initial attentional shift occurred between
2 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1114783109

Fig. 1. PTLT difference scores as a function of age in response to the English
monologue. Error bars represent SEMs. The screen shots above the graph are
representative scan patterns of the talker’s face in a 4- and an 8-mo-old
infant and in an adult (each black dot represents a single visual ﬁxation).

4 and 8 mo of age and a second attentional shift began between
10 and 12 mo of age and was completed by adulthood. We
carried out planned comparison tests to determine at what age
participants exhibited a signiﬁcant preference for one of the two
regions. Results indicated that 4-mo-old infants looked longer at
the eyes [F(1, 98) = 6.90; P < 0.025], 6-mo-old infants looked
equally at the eyes and the mouth [F(1, 98) = 0.22; not signiﬁcant], 8- and 10-mo-old infants looked longer at the mouth
[F(1, 98) = 4.09 and P < 0.05; F(1, 98) = 11.22 and P < 0.01,
respectively], 12-mo-old infants looked equally at the eyes and
mouth [F(1, 98) = 2.09; not signiﬁcant], and that adults looked
longer at the eyes [F(1, 98) = 21.19; P < 0.001].
Because our predictions regarding selective attention shifts
were speciﬁcally concerned with developmental changes during
infancy, we reanalyzed the data with the same ANOVA but
without the adult data. Once again, we found a signiﬁcant AOI ×
age interaction [F(4, 79) = 5.18; P < 0.001]. Planned comparison
tests indicated that the 4-mo-olds looked longer at the eyes
[F(1, 79) = 6.58; P < 0.025], the 6-mo-olds looked equally at the
two regions [F(1, 79) = 0.21; not signiﬁcant], the 8- and 10-moolds looked longer at the mouth [F(1, 79) = 3.90 and P = 0.05;
F(1, 79) = 10.69 and P < 0.01, respectively], and that the 12-moolds looked equally at the eyes and mouth [F(1, 79) = 1.99; not
signiﬁcant].
Finally, to determine whether overall attention varied across
age, we analyzed the total amount of looking at the face with
a one-way ANOVA, with age and prosody as the two betweensubjects factors. The age effect was not signiﬁcant [F(4, 79) =
0.34; not signiﬁcant] indicating that the pattern of shifting attention was not attributable to differences in overall attention.
The prosody effect was signiﬁcant [F(1, 79) = 7.60; P < 0.01],
with infants looking more during ID speech (23.03 s) than during
AD speech (17 s), indicating that ID speech was more
salient overall.
In sum, when monolingual, English-learning infants were exposed to native audiovisual speech, they exhibited evidence of
the two predicted attentional shifts between 4 and 12 mo of age.
That is, between 4 and 8 mo of age, infants decreased their
looking at the eyes from an average of 36% to an average of 17%
of total looking time, whereas they increased their looking at the
mouth from an average of 15% to an average of 36% of total
looking time. This is consistent with our prediction that acLewkowicz and Hansen-Tift
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Experiment 2. Prior studies have shown that young infants can
perceive native as well as nonnative audible and visible speech
attributes and that they can integrate them but that older infants
can only perceive and integrate native ones (34, 45, 49). If the
results from experiment 1 reﬂect infant processing of audiovisual
speech per se then perceptual narrowing should affect the timing
of the second attentional shift. Speciﬁcally, infants who have
acquired expertise in their native language and, therefore, whose
perceptual sensitivity has narrowed, should fail to exhibit the
second attentional shift when exposed to nonnative speech. This
is presumably because they now need access to the redundant
audiovisual speech information to disambiguate what has by this
time become unfamiliar speech. Thus, we expected that 12-moold monolingual, English-learning infants would continue to focus their attention on the mouth when presented with Spanish.
To test this prediction, we used the identical procedures as in
experiment 1 and tested separate and new groups of monolingual, English-learning 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, and 12-mo-old infants and
a new group of monolingual, English-speaking adults. This time,
however, we presented a movie of a native Spanish speaker reciting a Spanish version of the monologue presented in experiment 1. Once again, the speaker recited the monologue either in
the ID or AD style.
As Fig. 2 shows, we replicated the ﬁnding of the ﬁrst shift in
experiment 1 and, again, found that infants shifted their looking
from the eyes to the mouth between 4 and 8 mo of age. In addition, and in keeping with our prediction that speciﬁc early
linguistic experience is likely to affect the second attentional
shift, we found that the 12-mo-old infants looked longer at the
mouth. The mixed, repeated-measures ANOVA of the infant
and adult PTLT scores indicated that the prosody × AOI

Fig. 2. PTLT difference scores as a function of age in response to the
Spanish monologue. Error bars represent SEMs. The screen shots above the
graph are representative scan patterns of the talker’s face in a 4-, an 8-, and
a 12-mo-old infant and in an adult.
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interaction was marginally signiﬁcant [F(1, 97) = 3.41; P =
0.067] and that the AOI × age interaction was signiﬁcant [F(5,
97) = 9.13; P < 0.001]. Planned comparison tests showed that the
4-mo-old infants looked longer at the eyes [F(1, 97) = 9.30;
P < 0.01], the 6-mo-old infants looked equally at the eyes and the
mouth [F(1, 97) = 1.17; not signiﬁcant], the 8-, 10-, and 12-moold infants looked longer at the mouth [F(1, 97) = 5.43 and
P < 0.025; F(1, 97) = 12.25 and P < 0.001; F(1, 97) = 16.05 and
P < 0.001, respectively] and that adults looked longer at the eyes
[F(1, 97) = 3.94; P < 0.05].
The same ANOVA, but without the adult data, yielded a signiﬁcant AOI × age interaction [F(4, 80) = 10.89; P < 0.001].
Planned comparisons indicated that the 4-mo-olds looked longer
at the eyes [F(1, 80) = 10.90; P < 0.01], the 6-mo-olds looked
equally at the eyes and mouth [F(1, 80) = 1.37; not signiﬁcant],
and that the 8-, 10-, and 12-mo-olds all looked longer at the
mouth [F(1, 80) = 6.36 and P = 0.025; F(1, 80) = 14.35 and P <
0.001; and F(1, 80) = 18.80 and P < 0.001, respectively]. Finally,
there was a marginal decrease in total duration of looking as
a function of age, [F(4, 80) = 2.14; P = 0.08], with looking decreasing from an average of 23.4 s at 4 mo to 16.45 s at 12 mo
(the average amount of looking collapsed over age was similar to
that in experiment 1 and equaled 19.46 s). This decrease probably reﬂects the increasing effects of perceptual specialization
for native speech and a consequent decline of interest in
nonnative speech.
As in experiment 1, we found an attentional shift between 4
and 8 mo of age that consisted of decreased looking at the eyes
(from an average of 39–18% of total looking time) and increased
looking at the mouth (from an average of 17–36% of total
looking time). In contrast to experiment 1, however, and in line
with our predictions, we also found that 12-mo-old infants continued to look longer at the mouth (42% of total looking) than at
the eyes (12% of total looking time). Thus, growing expertise for
native speech as well as perceptual narrowing both lead infants
to continue to focus their attention on the source of audiovisual
speech, presumably to access the redundant speech signal. Given
that the adults in this experiment still preferred the eyes, the 12mo ﬁndings suggest that the second shift for nonnative speech
begins later in development than the shift for native speech.
Arousing Effects of Non-Native Speech. Research with adults has
shown that pupil dilation is affected by a person’s state of arousal
in response to visual (50) and auditory stimulation (51) and by
the interest value of a stimulus (52). Infants also exhibit pupil
dilation in response to novel stimulation (53). Thus, we hypothesized that infants might begin to exhibit greater pupil dilation in response to nonnative audiovisual speech but not to
native speech just as they begin to acquire native-language expertise. To test this prediction, we extracted the average pupil
size over the entire test session for each infant and then compared these data across age separately for the infants exposed to
the English and the Spanish monologues, respectively, and separately for the eye and the mouth AOIs, respectively. For each of
these analyses, we used a one-way ANOVA with prosody and
age as the between-subjects factors.
We found no differences in average pupil size in responses to
the English monologue but found that average pupil size increased as a function of age in response to the Spanish monologue. As Fig. 3 shows, this was the case, both when infants were
looking at the mouth [F(4, 80) = 3.87; P < 0.01] and at the eyes
[F(4, 80) = 3.10; P < 0.025] of the Spanish speaker (prosody did
not have an effect). Moreover, the increase in average pupil size
ﬁrst occurred at 8 mo and remained at that level up through 12
mo. This increase corresponds with the initial attentional shift to
the mouth found in experiment 2 and suggests that infants were
reacting to the novel attributes of what by this age begins to be
unfamiliar speech. Multisensory perceptual narrowing is known
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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quisition of speech-production ability can proﬁt from a shift in
attention toward the source of audiovisual speech. In addition,
between 10 and 12 mo of age infants decreased their looking at
the mouth from an average of 38% to an average of 28% of total
looking time (they looked at the eyes 19% of total looking time
at 10 mo and 18% at 12 mo). This is consistent with our second
prediction that the emergence of native-language expertise
should reduce the need for direct access to redundant audiovisual speech information by the end of the ﬁrst year of life.

Fig. 3. Average pupil size during the test session in infants exposed to the
Spanish monologue as a function of age.
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to begin by around 8 mo of age (29). As a result, the pupil size
data for the Spanish monologue probably reﬂect this narrowing
and the increasingly greater novelty of the nonnative audiovisual input.
Importantly, the increase in average pupil size cannot be attributed to changes in luminance because all infants were tested
under identical conditions and with the identical stimuli. Similarly, the monologue difference cannot be attributed to luminance differences because the movies of the English and Spanish
monologue were produced under identical lighting conditions.
Finally, the fact that the increase in pupil size occurred only
when infants were exposed to nonnative audiovisual speech
indicates that the attentional shift observed at 8 mo in both
experiments cannot be ascribed to a generalized increase
in arousal.
Discussion
Starting at 6 mo of age infants begin to produce simple speechlike syllables which eventually become incorporated and transformed into children’s ﬁrst meaningful communicative signals
(17). Studies have shown that the development of speech-production capacity is facilitated by imitation, language-speciﬁc
experience, and social contingency (3–5). Obviously, selective
attention must mediate all of these effects because infants would
not be able to imitate others’ speech productions nor take advantage of their linguistic environment and the contingent nature
of their caregivers’ responses unless they paid close attention.
The best place for infants to focus their attention is the orofacial
cavity of their interlocutors because this is where they can gain
direct access to redundant and highly salient audiovisual speech
information that speciﬁes the native-speech forms that they
are trying to master. Based on this reasoning, we expected that
infants would begin to attend to the mouth of a talker precisely
when they begin to produce their ﬁrst speech sounds at around 6
mo of age. Furthermore, we expected that once infants acquire
native-language expertise by 12 mo of age they would no longer
focus on the mouth when exposed to native speech but that they
would continue to focus on the mouth when exposed to nonnative speech. To test these predictions, we presented videos of
a female talker who could be seen and heard speaking either in
the participants’ native or nonnative language and recorded their
eye gaze. Like in earlier studies (13–16), we found that 4-mo-old
infants looked more at the eyes and that 6-mo-old infants looked
equally at the eyes and mouth. As predicted, we also found that
by 8 mo of age infants shifted their attention to the mouth of the
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1114783109

talker regardless of whether the person was speaking in their
native or nonnative language. Also, as predicted, we found that
infants began to shift their attention away from the mouth by 12
mo of age when the talker spoke in the infants’ native language.
Finally, as predicted, we found that 12-mo-old infants, like 8- and
10-mo-old infants, continued to look more at the talker’s mouth
when they were exposed to nonnative speech.
There are four related reasons for the speciﬁc developmental
timing of the initial shift in looking from the eyes to the mouth of
a talker. First, starting at 6 mo, infants begin to produce canonical, speech-like syllables (17) and a focus on the mouth of a
talker can help them learn how to produce such syllables through
imitation. Second, the communicative signals that infants usually
encounter in their daily lives are not isolated auditory speech
sounds. Rather, they are concurrent auditory and visual speech
signals that are correlated over time, redundant, and therefore
perceptually more salient than auditory-only speech signals (6–
11). This is especially true in en face interactions. Because of its
increased salience, audiovisual speech and its source becomes
especially attractive to infants when they ﬁrst begin learning how
to speak. Third, as infants begin to babble, their motivation to
produce speech sounds increases (17, 20). Finally, endogenous
attentional mechanisms begin emerging around 6 mo of age (21,
22), and this makes it possible for infants, for the ﬁrst time, to
voluntarily and ﬂexibly control their focus of attention. As a result, they can now begin to direct their attention to the redundant audiovisual signals located in the mouth region. Overall,
there are two consequences of the initial attentional shift: (i) it
enables infants to look and listen while the orofacial cavity of
their interlocutor produces the speech forms that they are now
interested in reproducing, and (ii) it helps infants maximize the
opportunity for learning these speech forms.
The ﬁnding that the initial eye-to-mouth attentional shift occurred during the same age range regardless of whether the
speech presented was native or nonnative suggests that monolingual, English-learning infants do not have a preference for
English over Spanish at 8 mo of age. This is consistent with
reports that native-language expertise emerges gradually over
the second half of the ﬁrst year of life, with sensitivity to some
phonetic categories, such as vowels, declining early (i.e., 6 mo)
and sensitivity to other categories such as consonants declining
a few months later (2, 23). Thus, the initial shift most likely
reﬂects infants’ attempt to extract the physical audiovisual
attributes of the speech signal without regard to language identity. Nonetheless, even though infants at 8 mo may not yet prefer
one language over the other, the pupil-size data suggest that
once infants begin to focus on the mouth of the speaker, they
begin to detect the native vs. nonnative speech difference.
The start of the second attentional shift at 12 mo in response
to native audiovisual speech and its absence in response to
nonnative speech are consistent with two related experiencedriven developmental processes that represent two sides of the
same coin: growth of perceptual expertise, on the one hand, and
perceptual narrowing, on the other (20, 23, 29, 34, 45). The ﬁrst
process is the natural result of increasing experience with native
auditory, visual, and audiovisual inputs, whereas the second is
the result of the relative absence of nonnative perceptual inputs.
Thus, on the one hand, the start of a shift away from the mouth
and, as suggested by the adult data, in the direction of the eyes in
12-mo-old infants exposed to native audiovisual speech is consistent with the emergence of native-language expertise. This
newly acquired expertise makes it possible for infants to begin
producing their ﬁrst meaningful words (54) and reduces their
need to have direct access to the redundant audiovisual speech
cues inherent in their interlocutors’ orofacial cavity. As a result,
they are now free to start exploring the various social and deictic
cues available in their social partners’ eyes that signal shared
meanings, beliefs, and desires (46, 47). On the other hand, the
Lewkowicz and Hansen-Tift
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In conclusion, the ﬁndings from the current study show that
selective attention to the mouth and eyes of a talking person
undergoes dramatic changes during the second half of the ﬁrst
year of life and that the developmental timing of these changes is
affected by speciﬁc early linguistic experience. The shift in attentional focus to the mouth at 8 mo of age corresponds with the
emergence of speech production in infancy and indicates that the
development of speech perception and production consists of
several months of sustained attention to the source of audiovisual speech. Moreover, our ﬁndings indicate that the period
between 8 and 12 mo of age is critical because typically developing infants rely on redundant audiovisual speech cues to
acquire their speech production abilities during this time. Findings from studies of patients with congenital dense cataracts who
have been deprived of early visual input have shown that these
patients exhibit multisensory processing deﬁcits (36), as well as
audiovisual speech perception deﬁcits (56). This suggests that for
these patients, the audiovisual speech perception deﬁcits are
probably attributable to inadequate access to the redundant
audiovisual signals during early life and is consistent with our
ﬁndings. In contrast, however, the problem may be different for
infants at risk for autism spectrum disorder despite the fact that
they also exhibit audiovisual integration deﬁcits later in life.
Their problem may be that they have an intersensory integration
problem to begin with, the etiology of which is currently indeterminate, and that this problem is not ameliorated by adequate
access to audiovisual information during early life. Whether this
conclusion is correct or not, it is clear that further studies of
infants at risk for autism are needed. Nonetheless, it is clear that
attention to a talker’s mouth during the second half of the ﬁrst
year of life corresponds to the emergence of speech production
ability during typical development and, thus, suggests that access
to the redundant audiovisual cues available in the mouth is
critical for normal development.
Materials and Methods
Participants. The sample consisted of a total of 179 full-term infants (birth
weights, ≥2500 g; APGAR scores, ≥7; gestational age, ≥37 wk). Eighty-nine
of these infants (45 boys) participated in experiment 1, and 90 participated
in experiment 2 (51 boys). All infants were raised in a mostly monolingual
environment. With the exception of three infants who heard English >80%
of the time according to parental report, all remaining infants heard English
>90% of the time. We tested an additional 76 infants but did not include
them in the ﬁnal sample because of their failure to complete the experiment
because of fussiness or inattentiveness (33), failure to calibrate, which was
either attributable to the infant being uncooperative or the eye tracker not
being able to ﬁnd the pupil (39), or equipment failure (4). The participants in
experiment 1 consisted of separate groups of 4-mo-old (n = 19; mean age,
16.9 wk; SD = 0.58 wk), 6-mo-old (n = 16; mean age, 26.1 wk; SD = 0.7 wk), 8mo-old (n = 17; mean age, 34.4 wk; SD = 0.6 wk), 10-mo-old (n = 17; mean
age, 43 wk; SD = 0.6 wk), and 12-mo-old (n = 20; mean age, 52.2 wk; SD = 0.9
wk) infants, as well as 21 adults (8 males; mean age, 21 y; SD = 6.5 y). The
participants in experiment 2 consisted of separate groups of 4-mo-old (n =
19; mean age, 16.8 wk; SD = 0.58 wk), 6-mo-old (n = 15; mean age, 26.4 wk;
SD = 0.7 wk), 8-mo-old (n = 17; mean age, 34.2 wk; SD = 0.5 wk), 10-mo-old
(n = 20; mean age, 43.1 wk; SD = 0.6 wk), and 12-mo-old (n = 19; mean age,
52.2 wk; SD = 0.8 wk) infants, as well as 19 adults (8 males; mean age, 20.5 y;
SD = 5 y).
Apparatus and Stimuli. Participants were tested in a sound-attenuated and
dimly illuminated room and were seated ∼70 cm from a 19 inch computer
monitor. Most of the infants were seated in an infant seat and those who
refused sat in their parent’s lap. We calibrated eye gaze using a 3 × 3 grid of
small looming/sounding dots equidistant from each other and referenced to
each of the four corners of the monitor. Participants watched a single 50 s
multimedia movie of one of two female actors, each of whom was a native
speaker in her respective language, reciting a prepared monologue. One of
the actors recited an English version of the monologue, whereas the other
recited the Spanish version of the monologue, and each produced two
prosodically different versions. One version was recited in a prosodically
exaggerated manner (ID speech) and was characterized by slow tempo, high
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absence of the shift in response to nonnative speech is consistent
with the process of perceptual narrowing. This process reduces
infants’ sensitivity to nonnative audiovisual speech and their
ability to perceive it as a uniﬁed multisensory event (34). Because
of this, when 12-mo-old infants are exposed to nonnative speech,
they are now faced with the task of processing what has now
become foreign speech. To overcome the greater difﬁculty of this
perceptual task they, like younger infants as well as adults who
ﬁnd themselves in a difﬁcult auditory speech perception task (43,
44), revert to a reliance on redundant audiovisual information to
disambiguate an unclear speech signal.
It should be noted that the ﬁndings from the 12-mo-old
infants’ response to native speech only suggest the beginnings of
a shift back to the eyes, not its completion. Nonetheless, there is
little doubt that these ﬁndings are evidence of an eventual shift
to the eyes. This is based on three types of evidence. First, the
adults in experiment 1 looked more at the eyes indicating that
a shift to the eyes occurs sometime between 12 mo and adulthood. Second, studies on the development of joint attention
indicate that infants begin to notice their social partners’ direction of eye gaze between 14 and 18 mo of age (46). Finally,
and most relevant to the question of a possible attentional shift
to the eyes, it has been found that 2-y-old typically developing
children prefer to look at the eyes of talking faces (55). Thus, the
most likely developmental scenario is that infants complete the
shift back to the eyes by the second year of life.
Finally, the current ﬁndings have important implications for
understanding the atypical development of infants at risk for
autism spectrum disorder. Studies have found that 1-y-old children diagnosed with autism look less at faces (38) and that 2-y
children diagnosed with autism look more at the mouth of
a talker unlike typically developing children who look more at
the eyes (55). These ﬁndings indicate that infants at risk for
autism spectrum disorder follow a different developmental path.
In light of the current study, the most likely developmental path
for these infants might be that whenever they happen to encounter a person who is talking to them, they may look at the
person’s eyes when they are 4 mo of age and then, like typically
developing infants, might discover the greater perceptual salience of the mouth of a talking face and shift their attention to
the mouth by 8 mo of age. Alternatively, they may discover the
mouth as a key source of audiovisual information sometime later
(i.e., during the second year of life). In either case and in contrast
to typically developing infants, however, infants at risk for autism
may subsequently fail to shift their attention to the eyes for two
principal reasons. First, they may be too captivated by the greater
physical salience of the audiovisual stimulation inherent in
talking faces and, second, because like older children with autism
(39–41), they may fail to perceive the multisensory coherence of
audiovisual speech. As a result, they are unable to extract the
communicative meanings inherent in others’ audiovisual speech
and do not develop the perceptual expertise for native speech
that can ultimately free them to shift their attention to the eyes
to access the social cues that are so critical for subsequent cognitive development. Whether this developmental scenario is an
accurate depiction of what occurs in infants at risk for autism, it
is clear that an attentional shift to the eyes is critical. Because of
this, it has been proposed that a failure to look at the eyes (i.e.,
greater looking at a talker’s mouth) may be diagnostic of autism
in early development (55). Although this may be the case for 24mo-old children, the ﬁndings from the current study indicate that
this cannot be the case for infants. Because 8–10-mo-old typically
developing infants look more at a talker’s mouth when she
speaks in a native language and because 8–12-mo-old infants
look more at her mouth when she speaks in a nonnative language, less looking at the eyes and greater looking at the mouth
during this part of infancy is, if anything, diagnostic of typical
development.

pitch excursions, and continuous smiling. The other version was recited in
a prosodically neutral manner (AD speech). Point of gaze was recorded by
monitoring pupil movements with an ASL (Applied Science Laboratories)
Eye-trac Model 6000 eye-tracker (sampling rate: 60 Hz) using the corneal
reﬂection technique and using the participant’s left eye.
Procedure. Participants in each group were assigned randomly to an ID or an
AD movie. Calibration was attempted ﬁrst and data were kept if an infant
was successfully calibrated to ﬁve or more calibration points. Once calibration
was completed, the test movie started. To determine the amount of time
participants spent ﬁxating the eyes and mouth, respectively, we deﬁned two
AOIs. The eye AOI was deﬁned by an area demarcated by two horizontal lines,
one above the eyebrows and the other through the bridge of the nose, and
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